Wizards & Dragons

The following templates include the contents of the El Dorado County Library Storytime kits.

Each kit will:

Books
1. Imagine You're a Wizard, by Meg Clibbon
2. Who Wants a Dragon?, by James Mayhew
3. The Best Pet of All, by David Larochelle
4. Guess What I Found in Dragon Wood, by Timothy Knapman
5. The Wizard, by Jack Prelutsky
6. The Pesky Dragon, by Julie Sykes
7. Elbert's Bad Word, by Audrey Wood
8. First Art, by MaryAnn Kohl
9. The Enesty, Enesty Spider, by Joanna Cole

Extras
- Felt Story-Who Wants a Dragon? (pieces)
- Wizard Puppet

PLEASE TAKE CARE. THIS ITEM IS WORTH: $________________
Dragons & Wizards

PICTURE BOOKS
Imagine You’re a Wizard, by Meg Clibbon
Guess What I Found in Dragon Wood, by Timothy Knapman
The Best Pet of All, by David LaRochelle
Who Wants a Dragon?, by James Mayhew
The Wizard, by Jack Prelutsky
The Pesky Dragon, by Julie Sykes
Elbert’s Bad Word, by Audrey Wood

ACTIVITY BOOKS
The Eentsy, Weentsy Spider, by Joanna Cole
First Art, by MaryAnn Kohl

FELT STORY
Who Wants a Dragon?, by James Mayhew

PUPPET
Dragon
If you’re feeling crafty…

Mama Dragon
Use these patterns to make pieces with interfacing or felt. You can also print out the images, color, cut-out, laminate, and attach stick Velcro to the back. (find instructions in “Making StoryTime Kits”)
If you feel like shopping…

“Saint George and the Dragon” - $10.99 from StoryTime Felts and More

PUPPET

2964-Little Dragon, $12.99

http://www.folkmanis.com/Prod-67-1-338-10/Little_Dragon.htm